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Abstract. Propagating magnetosonic waves in the observed fine structures of high-speed solar wind streams are
theoretically examined, taking into account the non-parallel propagation of such waves. It is found that non-
parallel propagation introduces new magnetoacoustic wavemodes, such as the forward-propagating slow surface
modes and the backward-propagating fast surface modes that propagate outward in a direction away from the
Sun; and the oppositely-propagating (slow and fast) body and surface modes that propagate towards the Sun in a
frame co-moving with the ambient flow external to the solar wind flow-sheet. Such a wide variety of wavemodes
is not available in a case where the propagation is purely parallel to the axis of the solar wind fine structure. It is
argued here that the frequencies (in the satellite frame) of the outwardly propagating waves, that may transport
photospheric/chromospheric oscillations into the heliospheric space, possibly lie in the range 6–100 mHz. Such a
high-frequency band has not so far been explored for the detection of magnetosonic waves in the high-speed solar
wind. Particularly interesting in the present study is the appearance of the sunward-propagating magnetosonic
fast body waves. When viewed in a satellite (or solar) frame, such waves propagate towards the Sun provided
that their angle of propagation exceeds a certain critical value, so that their propagation-vector is nearly normal
to the solar equatorial plane. More high-resolution, multi-point in-situ observations are necessary to detect such
sunward-propagating magnetoacoustic fast body waves in the fine flow structures of the solar wind at a distance
of 1 AU from the Sun.
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1. Introduction

Recent observations made by two HELIOS spacecrafts
have confirmed the existence of fine structures in high-
speed solar wind flows. These structures are in the form
of thin flow-sheets (or tubes) that are adjacent to each
other with differences in their plasma parameters, such as
their steady flow-speed along the magnetic field (Thieme
et al. 1990). The structures may be separated by tan-
gential discontinuities (TDs) in the magnetic field, across
which the total (gas + magnetic) pressure is continuous.
Such structures, therefore, are also called pressure balance
structures (PBS; e.g. Tu & Marsch 1995) in the literature.
In fact, Parker (1963; see also McCraken & Ness 1966;
Mariani et al. 1973; Naugebauer 1981) first predicted the
existence of such long and thin, coherent, spaghetti-like
stream-structures as the constituent units of solar wind
high-speed streams. These structures originate in the Sun,
from where they spread out in the heliosphere, thus main-
taining their identity even at a distance of 1 AU from the
Sun.

Recently, Nakariakov et al. (1996; which is a corrected
version of Mann et al. 1992) have shown that the fine
solar wind flow-structures may serve as waveguides for
magnetoacoustic waves that may be excited by motion of
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the structures’ foot points that are possibly anchored in
the photospheric/chromospheric layer of the Sun. These
authors modelled an individual flow-structure as a finite-
width slab (or sheet) with a reduced Alfv́en speed inside
the slab and with an enhanced flow directed along the
magnetic field parallel to the axis of the slab. This axis
of the model flow-sheet was assumed to lie on the solar
equatorial plane (see, for example, Burlaga 1995) pointing
outwards from the position of the Sun. Nakariakov et al.
(1996; referred hereafter as NRM96) then demonstrated
that such a flow-sheet can sustain certain hydromagnetic
wavemodes, namely, the backward, slow and fast body
(kink and sausage) modes propagating along the sheet-
axis in a direction away from the Sun. Such waves prop-
agate backward relative to the flow inside the sheet with
their phase-speed being smaller than the steady flow in the
sheet (Nakariakov & Roberts 1995). Identification of such
backward-propagating waves is important as these waves
are also the negative energy waves (Joarder et al. 1997b)
that may introduce new instabilities, such as the dissipa-
tive, resonant or explosive instabilities (Cairns 1979; Craik
& Adam 1979; Craik 1985; Ryutova 1988; Hollweg et al.
1990; Ruderman & Goossens 1995; Ruderman et al. 1996;
Tirry et al. 1998; Ruderman & Wright 1998; Andries et al.
2000) in solar wind fine structures. Such instabilities may
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play dominant role in the amplification of waves and in
the excitation of MHD turbulence in solar wind.

In their calculations, NRM96 did not consider the pos-
sibility of oblique propagation of waves; i.e. they ignored
the component of propagation-vector in a direction nor-
mal to the solar equatorial plane containing both the axis
and the direction of inhomogeneity of the model flow-
sheet. Such oblique propagation has recently been consid-
ered by Joarder & Satya Narayanan (2000) in the context
of the propagation of hydromagnetic surface waves in so-
lar magnetic structures in the presence of steady shear
flows. It was shown there that the inclusion of an oblique
propagation-vector may introduce new surface waves that
were not allowed by the shear-flow to propagate in a di-
rection purely parallel to the field and the flow vectors.
A similar property of non-parallel propagation of hydro-
magnetic waves was pointed out earlier by several authors
(e.g. Uberoi 1982; Somasundaram & Uberoi 1982; Rae &
Roberts 1983; Jain & Roberts 1991; Joarder & Roberts
1992) in different contexts and in the absence of shear
flows. We also note that Tirry et al. (1998) and Andries
et al. (2000) have recently analysed resonant flow instabil-
ity of obliquely propagating hydromagnetic surface waves
in a finite-width transition region between two uniform,
zero plasma-β magnetic media.

In view of continuing interest among the observers in
the detection of hydromagnetic waves in solar wind (see
the review by Tu & Marsch 1995) as an important agent
for heating and accelerating the solar wind plasma and
for exciting solar wind MHD turbulence, we here extend
the analysis of NRM96 by incorporating the important ef-
fect of oblique propagation of waves on the magnetoacous-
tic spectrum of a model solar wind flow-slab. The normal
modes of a fine-stream structure that we here examine
have a component of their wavevector in a direction nor-
mal to the solar equatorial plane. We find that, in addition
to considerably modifying the backward waves reported
by NRM96, oblique propagation also allows for new for-
ward and backward propagating hydromagnetic body and
surface modes that yield further complexity in the dy-
namics of solar wind fine structures. Specially, an oblique
propagation-vector allows some of the magnetoacoustic
waves of the solar wind flow-sheet to propagate in a direc-
tion opposite to that of the plasma flow, i.e. in a direction
towards the Sun, when viewed in a frame co-moving with
the ambient solar-wind flow external to the model flow-
sheet. Such oppositely propagating magnetoacoustic body
and surface waves were entirely absent in the analysis of
NRM96. It is here argued that some of the oppositely
propagating body waves, with their propagation-vector
nearly normal to the solar equatorial plane, may prop-
agate towards the Sun even in a satellite frame (or, equiv-
alently, in a frame fixed on the Sun; e.g. Kuijpers 1992;
Cravens 1997). The existence of such sunward-propagating
magnetoacoustic body waves is an important feature of the
present calculation.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we de-
scribe an infinite slab (or sheet) model of the solar wind

flow-structure and derive its magnetohydrodynamic dis-
persion relations. The properties of these dispersion re-
lations are discussed in Sect. 3. The nature of waves and
oscillations in a solar wind flow-sheet that may be relevant
to observations, are presented in Sect. 4.

2. The dispersion relations

Following NRM96, we model the solar wind flow struc-
ture as a plane magnetic slab of width 2a. The slab is in-
finitely extended in the y– and the z–directions with the
slab boundaries being at x = ±a. Both the magnetic fields
(inside B0 and outside Be) and the steady flows (inside
U0 and outside Ue) are directed along the long-axis (the
z–axis) of the slab. The sound speeds are cs0 inside the
slab and cse outside; and the Alfv́en speeds are vA0 and
vAe. The unperturbed gas densities (ρ0 inside the slab and
ρe outside) are related by the condition of total pressure
balance

ρe

ρ0
=

2c2s0 + γv2
A0

2c2se + γv2
Ae

; (1)

with the adiabatic index γ = 5/3.
In this idealised model of a solar wind substructure, we

may consider the plane containing the x– and the z–axes
to represent the solar equatorial plane with the negative
z–direction being the direction towards the position of the
Sun. The y– axis is then directed along the normal to
the solar equatorial plane and is parallel to the axis of
rotation of the Sun. The effect of solar rotation, which
is known to align the solar wind flow-tubes (or sheets)
along an Archimedean spiral (Parker 1963) with the spi-
ralling angle subtended with the z–direction at 1 AU being
around 88◦ for the fast solar wind stream-tubes, has how-
ever been ignored in the present calculations. We expect
that such a curvature of the flow-sheet may not have much
bearing on the approximate propagation properties of the
magnetohydrodynamic waves in a long and coherent fine
structure of the fast solar wind stream. We note that sim-
ilar idealisations have earlier been successfully employed
to analyse the approximate properties of magnetoacous-
tic wavemodes in various solar magnetic structures, such
as the solar coronal plasma loops (e.g. Edwin & Roberts
1982, 1983; Roberts et al. 1984; Nakariakov et al. 1999) or
the solar quiescent prominences (e.g. Joarder & Roberts
1993; Joarder et al. 1997a).

We now linearise the ideal MHD equations about the
above equilibrium with disturbances assumed to be of the
form

Ψ(x, y, z, t) = Ψ(x) exp{iωt+ ikyy + ikzz}, (2)

where, ω is the frequency of the disturbance and ky,
kz are the components of the wavevector k in the y–
and the z–directions, respectively. We further define θ =
tan−1 |ky/kz|, where θ is the acute angle (0 ≤ θ < π/2)
subtended by the direction of the wavevector k with the z–
axis. Here, θ is measured in anticlockwise direction when
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both ky and kz are of same sign and in a clockwise direc-
tion when they are of opposite sign.

Elimination from the linearised equations of all vari-
ables except vx(x), the amplitude of the x–component
of velocity, yields the second order ordinary differential
equation (e.g. Joarder & Roberts 1992; Joarder & Satya
Narayanan 2000)

d2vx
dx2

− k2
zM

2
(0,e)vx = 0, (3)

where

M2
(0,e) =

(
v+2

c(0,e)(θ)− Ω2
(0,e)

)(
v−

2

c(0,e)(θ)− Ω2
(0,e)

)
(
v2

A(0,e) + c2s(0,e)

)(
c2T(0,e) − Ω2

(0,e)

) (4)

and Ω(0,e) ≡ (ω/kz−U(0,e)) are the Doppler-shifted, field-
aligned phase-speeds in the two media. The speeds

cT(0,e) = cs(0,e)vA(0,e)/
(
c2s(0,e) + v2

A(0,e)

)1/2

(5)

are the magnetoacoustic “cusp-speeds” (e.g. Roberts
1981a) in the two media inside and outside the slab. The
quantities v±c(0,e) are given by (Joarder & Roberts 1992)

v±c(0,e)(θ) =
{

1
2

(
v2

A(0,e) + c2s(0,e)

)
sec2 θ ± 1

2

×
[(
v2

A(0,e)+c
2
s(0,e)

)2

sec4 θ−4v2
A(0,e)c

2
s(0,e) sec2 θ

]1/2}1/2

,

(6)

that are the magnetoacoustic speeds along the magnetic
fields B(0,e), with “+” referring to the fast waves and “-”
referring to the slow waves. For typical conditions in a so-
lar wind flow-structure, we consider a condition obtained
in HELIOS observations at 1 AU by Thieme et al. (1990).
This condition is vAe > cse and vA0 = cs0. In this sit-
uation, v+

ce(θ) approaches vAe, v−ce(θ) approaches cse and
v+

c0(θ) ≈ v−c0(θ) approaches vA0 for a vanishingly small
angle of propagation θ. As θ approaches π/2, v−ce(θ) ap-
proaches cTe, v−c0(θ) approaches cT0, whereas v+

ce(θ) and
v+

c0(θ) become infinitely large. For intermediate values of
the angle of propagation θ, we have v+

ce(θ) > vAe > cse >
v−ce(θ) > cTe, and v+

c0(θ) > vA0 = cs0 > v−c0(θ) > cT0,
respectively. We note that the condition considered here
to be representative of the situation in a solar wind flow-
sheet is rather restrictive. In reality, different regions of
the flow-structure at varying distances from the Sun may
possess different plasma properties. Moreover, the Alfv́en
speed and the acoustic speed of the plasma in a solar wind
flow-sheet may not be exactly equal even at a distance of
1 AU from the Sun. Whatever be the case, the main pur-
pose of the present study is to examine the effect of non-
parallel propagation on the results obtained by NRM96
who considered the condition observed by Thieme et al.
(1990) as the typical condition obtained in a solar wind
flow-structure.

In the following, we restrict ourselves only to the nor-
mal modes of oscillations (Rae & Roberts 1983) of the

slab (or sheet) with the velocity amplitudes vx(x) sup-
posed evanescent away from the slab (in |x| > a), imply-
ing M2

e > 0. Considering further that both the normal
component of displacement and the perturbation in total
(gas + magnetic) pressure are continuous across the struc-
ture boundaries x = ±a, we finally arrive at the dispersion
relations(
ρe

ρ0

)(
v2

Ae − Ω2
e

)
M0 +

(
v2

A0 − Ω2
0

)
Me

×
(

tanh
coth

)
(|kza|M0) = 0, (7)

where the choice of the “tanh” function represents sym-
metric (with respect to the z–axis) solutions and the
choice of the “coth” function represents anti-symmetric
solutions of Eq. (2). These are the kink and sausage modes,
respectively (Roberts 1981b; Edwin & Roberts 1982). In
the absence of steady flows (Ue = U0 = 0), Eq. (7) reduces
to the dispersion relations obtained by Joarder & Roberts
(1992). For purely parallel propagation (θ = 0◦) of the
waves, Eq. (7) reduces to the dispersion relations derived
by Nakariakov & Roberts (1995). Finally, for M2

0 > 0,
corresponding to evanescent waves inside the slab, and in
the short wavelength limit |kza| >> 1, the present disper-
sion relations approach the dispersion relation obtained by
Joarder & Satya Narayanan (2000) for the surface waves
at a single interface of discontinuity between two magnetic
media in the presence of steady shear-flows.

We also note that Eqs. (6) and (7) can describe wave-
modes propagating either in the direction of the solar wind
flow (with kz > 0) or in a direction opposite to the flow
(with kz < 0), as viewed in a frame co-moving with the
external flowUe. The angle of propagation θ may be given
by the acute (0 ≤ θ < π/2) angle between the direction of
the wavevector k and the z–axis in both the cases. In the
following, we further assume ky > 0 simply for the sake of
convenience, although the results that we obtain remain
equally valid in the case ky < 0 for waves propagating in
a direction opposite to the solar rotation vector along the
normal to the solar equatorial plane.

3. Properties of the dispersion relations

To describe the nature of normal modes that are the so-
lutions of the dispersion relations (7), we first choose a
convenient frame of reference co-moving with the external
flow, so that Ue = 0, Ωe = c ≡ ω/kz. In this particu-
lar frame, the solutions of Eq. (7) that satisfy the con-
dition of lateral evanescence (M2

e > 0) must have their
field-aligned phase-speed c such that either |c| < cTe, or,
v−ce(θ) < |c| < v+

ce(θ). Following Roberts (1981a,b), we fur-
ther classify these normal modes as the surface (M2

0 > 0)
and body (M2

0 < 0) modes. Equation (4) then suggests
that the modes with c < (cT0 + U0), or, (v−c0(θ) + U0) <
c < (v+

c0(θ) + U0), or, (U0 − v+
c0(θ)) < c < (U0 − v−c0(θ))

are surface modes. Similarly, modes with (cT0 + U0) <
c < (v−c0(θ) + U0), or, (U0 − v−c0(θ)) < c < (U0 − cT0), or,
c < (U0−v+

c0) are body modes. For surface mode solutions
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of Eq. (7), the field-aligned phase-speed c satisfies an ad-
ditional criterion that the factors (v2

Ae−c2) and (v2
A0−Ω2

0)
must be of opposite signs (Nakariakov & Roberts 1995).

It is convenient to define here six critical angles of
propagation θc1 to θc6 that are given as the solutions of
the equations

v+
c0(θ) = U0, (θ = θc1), (8a)
v+

ce(θ) = (v−c0(θ) + U0), (θ = θc2), (8b)
v+

c0(θ) = (cTe + U0), (θ = θc3), (8c)
v+

c0(θ) = (v−ce(θ) + U0), (θ = θc4), (8d)
cos θ = (ρ0/ρe)

× (U2
0−v2

A0)(U2
0−c2T0)1/2(v2

A0+c2s0)1/2

v2
Ae(v+2

c0 (θ)−U2
0 )1/2(U2

0−v−
2

c0 (θ))1/2
,

(θ = θc5) (8e)

and

v+
c0(θ) = (vAe + U0), (θ = θc6). (8f)

The modal structure of the flow-sheet changes consider-
ably as the angle of propagation θ exceeds any of these six
critical angles, as we will see in the following.

To discuss the behaviour of solutions of the dispersion
relations (7), we first note that the observed average val-
ues of various physical speeds in and out of the solar wind
flow-structure at a distance of 1 AU and in the aforesaid
frame of reference (co-moving with the external flow at a
speed of 655 km s−1) are given as vA0 = cs0 = 65 km s−1,
vAe = 100 km s−1, cse = 70 km s−1 and U0 = 95 km s−1

(Thieme et al. 1990). These values have also been con-
sidered by NRM96 (see also, Mann et al. 1992) in their
calculations for purely parallel propagation of magnetoa-
coustic waves in a solar wind flow-structure. We simply
consider these observed values to examine the effect of
oblique propagation on the wavemodes. In such a case,
Eqs. (1) and (8) give (ρe/ρ0) = 0.583, θc1 = 32.13◦,
θc2 = 39.66◦, θc3 = 54.88◦, θc4 = 55.43◦, θc5 = 61.27◦

and θc6 = 62.73◦, respectively. The observed values for
the physical speeds satisfy the condition (vA0 + U0) =
(cs0 +U0) > (cT0 +U0) > vAe > cse > cTe > (U0 − cT0) >
(U0− vA0). For this ordering of parameters, normal mode
solutions of Eq. (7) exist only in certain intervals of the
longitudinal phase velocity c, depending on whether the
direction of the longitudinal propagation-vector is parallel
(implying kz > 0) or antiparallel (implying kz < 0) to the
flow-vector U0. These two cases of longitudinal propaga-
tion are examined in detail in the following.

3.1. Waves propagating in the direction
of the flow (kz > 0):

Waves belonging to this category propagate in a direction
away from the Sun. Normal mode solutions of Eq. (7),
that consist of such outwardly propagating waves, exist
only in three propagation windows, namely, (i) vAe <
c < v+

ce(θ), (ii) (U0 − v−c0(θ)) < c < (U0 − cT0) and

Fig. 1. Variation of the field-aligned phase-speed c (in units
of vA0) with dimensionless wavenumber kza for the (externally
fast) magnetoacoustic slow surface modes in the flow-sheet in
a case when vA0 = cs0 = 65 km s−1, vAe = 1.539 vA0, cse =
1.077 vA0, Ue = 0, U0 = 1.462 vA0 and for two arbitrarily-
chosen angles of propagation θ = 10◦(< θc2) and θ = 40◦(>
θc2). The continuous curves denote the kink surface modes and
the broken curves denote the sausage surface modes.

(iii) 0 < c < (U0−vA0). We now proceed to briefly discuss
the nature of wavemodes in these three intervals of the
longitudinal phase-speed c.
(i) vAe < c < v+

ce(θ): when θ < θc2, so that v+
ce(θ) <

(v−c0(θ) + U0) (see Eq. (8)), only one band of surface
modes consisting of the (externally fast) magnetoacous-
tic slow (kink and sausage) surface modes exists in this
region that owes its existence solely to a non-zero an-
gle of propagation θ. These surface modes are shown in
Fig. 1 for two different values of θ, namely, θ = 10◦(<
θc2) and θ = 40◦(> θc2), respectively. This figure shows
that, for θ > θc2, the field-aligned phase-speed c of the
(externally fast) slow surface modes satisfy a condition
vAe < c < (cT0 + U0). For such an angle of propagation
θ > θc2, two new bands of modes, namely, the (externally
fast) magnetoacoustic slow body (kink and sausage) modes
and the (externally fast) magnetoacoustic fast (kink and
sausage) surface modes appear with their phase-speed c
lying in the intervals (cT0 + U0) < c < (v−c0(θ) + U0)
and (v−c0(θ) + U0) < c < v+

ce(θ), respectively. Figure 2
shows the fundamental, (externally fast) slow body (kink
and sausage) modes and the (externally fast) fast sausage
surface mode, all for a particular angle of propagation
θ = 40◦(> θc2). We may add here that the fundamen-
tal, slow body kink mode transforms into an (externally
fast) fast kink surface mode for wavenumber kza ≥ 31.00,
for which the field-aligned phase-speed c of the mode sat-
isfies a condition c ≥ (v−c0(θ > θc2)+U0). Such large values
of the dimensionless wavenumber kza is out of the range
shown in Fig. 2.

As θ approaches π/2, the propagation band for the
slow body waves collapses to a single line c = cT0 + U0;
whereas the propagation band for the fast surface waves
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Fig. 2. Field-aligned phase-speed c vs. dimensionless
wavenumber kza for the fundamental, (externally fast)
magnetoacoustic slow body kink mode (continuous curve),
the fundamental, (externally fast) magnetoacoustic slow
body sausage mode (lower broken curve) and the (externally
fast) magnetoacoustic fast sausage surface mode (upper
broken curve) in the flow-sheet for an angle of propagation
θ = 40◦(> θc2). Numerical values of various physical speeds
chosen to draw this diagram are the same as in Fig. 1. The
fundamental slow body kink mode transforms into a fast kink
surface mode at a large value of the wavenumber kza that is
out of the range considered in this figure.

changes to (cT0 + U0) < c < (vA0 + U0) in this limit of
near-normal propagation with respect to the axis of the
slab (sheet).
(ii) (U0 − v−c0(θ)) < c < (U0 − cT0): modes appearing
in this propagation band are the backward-propagating,
magnetoacoustic slow body (kink and sausage) modes that
were found by NRM96 in a propagation-window (U0 −
vA0) < c < (U0 − cT0) in the case of a purely parallel
(θ = 0◦) propagation along the direction of the flow. Such
backward body modes are shown in Fig. 3 for two different
angles of propagation θ. The propagation-band for these
slow body modes narrows down with the increase of the
angle θ to ultimately collapse to a single line c = (U0−cT0)
as θ approaches π/2.
(iii) 0 < c < (U0− vA0): magnetoacoustic modes that are

available in this interval of phase-speed c are all displayed
in Fig. 4 for different values of the angle of propagation θ
with respect to the direction of the steady flow U0. This
figure shows that, for θ = 10◦(< θc1; see Eq. (8)), we ob-
tain the backward-propagating, magnetoacoustic fast body
(kink and sausage) modes and the backward-propagating,
magnetoacoustic fast (kink and sausage) surface modes
with their phase-speeds lying in the propagation-regions
0 < c < (U0 − v+

c0(θ)) and (U0 − v+
c0(θ)) < c < (U0 −

vA0), respectively. We note here that only the backward-
propagating, fast body modes were obtained by NRM96
in the propagation region 0 < c < (U0 − vA0) in the case
of a purely parallel propagation with θ = 0◦. These body
modes have critical wavenumbers kz0(θ < θc1) at which

Fig. 3. Field-aligned phase-speed c vs. dimensionless
wavenumber kza for the fundamental, backward-propagating,
magnetoacoustic slow body kink mode (denoted by the con-
tinuous curves) and the fundamental, backward-propagating,
magnetoacoustic slow body sausage mode (denoted by the bro-
ken curves) for two different values of the angle of propagation
θ, namely, θ = 10◦ and θ = 40◦. Numerical values of various
physical speeds are chosen to be the same as in Fig. 1.

their phase-speed c drops to zero. Such critical wavenum-
bers are given by:

kz0(θ) =
1

aN0(c = 0)

(
tan−1(Λ)

cot−1(−Λ)

)
; (9a)

where,

Λ =
ρeN0(c = 0)v2

Ae cos θ
ρ0(U2

0 − v2
A0)

(9b)

and

N2
0 (c = 0) =

U4
0

v2
A0(2U2

0 − v2
A0)
− sec2 θ. (9c)

In Eq. (9), the “tan−1” function corresponds to the kink
mode and the “cot−1” function corresponds to the sausage
mode. The fast body modes with their wavenumbers
smaller than these critical wavenumbers are no longer the
backward- propagating modes. Such a mode propagates
in a direction opposite to the flow (i.e. with kz < 0) with
its wavevector subtending an acute angle θ (measured in
a clockwise direction) with the vector −U0 as we will see
in Sect. 3.2.

The phase-speed c of the backward-propagating, fast
body sausage modes approaches (U0 − v+

c0(θ)) as kza ap-
proaches infinity; whereas, the fundamental, backward-
propagating, fast body kink mode transforms into the
backward-propagating, fast kink surface mode at an inter-
mediate value of the wavenumber kza, at which the lon-
gitudinal phase-speed c for the kink mode equals (U0 −
v+

c0(θ)).
As θ increases through its critical value θc1, so that

(U0 − v+
c0(θ)) < 0, the backward-propagating fast body

modes disappear leaving only the backward-propagating,
fast (kink and sausage) surface modes in the propagation
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Fig. 4. Field-aligned phase-speed c vs. dimensionless
wavenumber kza for magnetoacoustic modes appearing in
the propagation window 0 < c < (U0 − vA0) for different
angles of propagation θ, namely, θ = 10◦, 40◦ and 70◦ that are
representatives of the situations θ < θc1, θc1 < θ < θc5, and
θ > θc5, respectively. Here, a continuous (——–) curve denotes
the fundamental, backward-propagating, magnetoacoustic fast
body kink mode, a broken (– – – – –) curve denotes the
fundamental, backward-propagating, magnetoacoustic fast
body sausage mode, a dotted (· · · · · ·) curve denotes a
backward-propagating, magnetoacoustic fast kink surface
mode and a dotted-dashed (– · · · – · · · –) curve denotes a
backward-propagating, magnetoacoustic fast sausage surface
mode. Note that, for θ < θc1, the backward fast body kink
mode transforms into a backward fast kink surface mode
at an intermediate value of the wavenumber at which the
phase-speed c of the mode exceeds (U0 − v+

c0(θ < θc1)).
The backward body modes disappear for propagation angles
exceeding θc1; while the backward fast kink surface mode
disappears as θ exceeds the critical angle θc5. Also, note the
existence of critical wavenumbers at which the phase-speed c
of the corresponding wavemodes drops to zero; see discussion
in the main text. Numerical values for various physical speeds
chosen to draw this diagram are the same as in Fig. 1.

window 0 < c < (U0 − vA0). This situation is also shown
in Fig. 4 for an arbitrarily-chosen angle of propagation
θ(> θc1) = 40◦(< θc5; see Eq. (8)). Note that the fast
kink surface mode is a backward-propagating mode only
for wavenumbers greater than a certain critical wavenum-
ber kz0, kink(θc1 < θ < θc5) at which the phase veloc-
ity of this kink surface mode drops to zero. This critical
wavenumber is given by the relation for the kink mode in
Eq. (9) after replacing N0 by M0 = iN0 and tan−1(Λ) by
−i tanh−1(iΛ), respectively.

As θ exceeds the critical angle θc5, the backward-
propagating kink surface mode completely disapears. Only
the backward mode, that survives such an angle of prop-
agation θ > θc5 in the propagation window 0 < c <
(U0 − VA0), is the fast sausage surface mode that now
possesses a critical wavenumber kz0, sausage(θ > θc5); see
the curve in Fig. 4 that corresponds to θ = 70◦. For a
wavenumber greater than this critical wavenumber, the
backward fast sausage surface mode transforms itself into

an oppositely-propagating, magnetoacoustic fast sausage
surface mode discussed in Sect. 3.2. This critical wavenum-
ber for the backward fast sausage surface mode may again
be obtained from the relation for the sausage mode in
Eq. (9) after replacing N0 by i M0 and cot−1(−Λ) by
i coth−1(−iΛ), respectively.

3.2. Waves propagating opposite to the direction
of the flow (kz < 0):

In their calculations with a purely longitudinal wavevec-
tor (i.e. with ky = 0), NRM96 did not obtain magnetoa-
coustic waves propagating in the negative z–direction in
a frame co-moving with the external flow Ue. This re-
sult seems to be an artifact of their choice of physical
speeds inside a solar wind substructure, so that vA0 = cs0.
Although we here choose the same set of values for the
physical parameters as the one considered by NRM96, the
inclusion of a non-parallel propagation vector that yields
v+

c0(θ) 6= v−ce(θ) in our calculations allows for the exis-
tence of oppositely-propagating magnetosonic wavemodes
that propagate in a direction opposite to the direction of
the flow in a solar wind substructure with respect to a
frame in which Ue = 0. The various propagation windows
for such oppositely-propagating magnetoacoustic modes
are discussed in the following.
(i) −cTe < c < 0: when θ < θc1, so that (U0−v+

c0(θ)) > 0,
the wavemodes that appear in this propagation window
are the oppositely-propagating, (externally slow) magne-
toacoustic fast body (kink and sausage) modes that are
shown in Fig. 5 for a particular angle of propagation
θ = 10◦(< θc1) with respect to the vector −U0. For
such an angle of propagation θ < θc1, both the fast body
modes possess critical wavenumbers |kz0(θ)| that are nu-
merically the same as the critical wavenumbers pertaining
to the backward-propagating, magnetoacoustic fast body
(kink and sausage) modes displayed in Fig. 4 in Sect. 3.1.
Figures 4 and 5 together demonstrate that, for a magni-
tude of the wavenumbers larger than critical wavenum-
bers, the oppositely-propagating, (externally slow) fast
body modes are dragged along with the internal flow U0

so that the kink and sausage body modes change their
direction of propagation with respect to the direction of
the flow to become backward-propagating, fast body kink
and fast body sausage modes, respectively.

Such a critical wavenumber for the fast body sausage
mode is removed for θc1 < θ < θc3 (see Eq. (8)), so that
the longitudinal phase velocity c of the mode asymptot-
ically approaches (U0 − v+

c0(θ)) for arbitrarily large mag-
nitude of the dimensionless wavenumber |kza|. For such
an angle of propagation θc1 < θ < θc3, the fundamen-
tal, fast body kink mode transforms into an oppositely-
propagating, (externally slow) fast kink surface mode at an
intermediate value of |kza|, for which the phase velocity of
the kink mode equals (U0−v+

c0(θ)). Such behaviour of the
oppositely-propagating, fast magnetosonic body and sur-
face modes are displayed in Fig. 5 for an arbitrarily-chosen
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Fig. 5. Field-aligned phase-speed c vs. the magnitude of
the dimensionless wavenumber |kza| for various oppositely-
propagating, magnetosonic wavemodes that appear in the
propagation-window −cTe < c < 0 for different values of the
angle of propagation θ, namely, θ = 10◦ (representing the sit-
uation 0 < θ < θc1), 40◦ (representing θc1 < θ < θc3) and 70◦

(representing θ > θc5), respectively with respect to the flow-
vector −U0. Here, a continuous (———) curve denotes the
fundamental, (externally slow) fast body kink mode, a broken
(– – – – –) curve denotes the fundamental, (externally slow)
fast body sausage mode, a dotted (· · · · ·) curve denotes the
(externally slow) fast kink surface mode and a dotted-dashed
(– · · · – · · · –) curve denotes the (externally slow) fast sausage
surface mode, respectively. Numerical values of various physi-
cal speeds are chosen to be the same as in Fig. 1. Note that, for
θc1 < θ < θc3, the oppositely-propagating, fundamental, fast
body kink mode transforms into an oppositely-propagating,
fast kink surface mode at an intermediate value of |kza|, for
which the phase-speed c of the mode equals (U0 − v+

c0(θ)).

angle of propagation θ(> θc1) = 40◦(< θc3). This figure
further shows that, for 0 < θ < θc3, the fundamental, fast
body sausage mode possesses lower cut-off with the cut-off
wavenumber given by

|kzc|sausage(θ < θc3) =
π

2aN0(c = −cTe)
; (10a)

where,

N0(c = −cTe) = iM0(c = −cTe) (10b)

with M0 given by Eq. (4) of Sect. 2. For wavenumbers
less than such cut-off wavenumber, the fundamental, fast
body sausage mode changes into a leaky mode that drives
magnetosonic waves into the medium external to the flow-
sheet and, therefore, decays in time; see the discussions on
leaky modes in Roberts & Webb (1979).

As the angle of propagation θ increases further, so that
θc3 < θ < θc5 (see, Eq. (8)), the fast body modes com-
pletely disappear leaving only an oppositely-propagating,
(externally slow) magnetoacoustic fast kink surface mode
with its longitudinal phase-speed c lying in the range
−cTe < c < 0. As θ exceeds its critical value θc5,
both the oppositely-propagating, (externally slow) magne-
toacoustic fast kink and fast sausage surface modes ap-
pear in this propagation window with the sausage mode

Fig. 6. Field-aligned phase-speed c vs. the magnitude of
the dimensionless wavenumber |kza| for various oppositely-
propagating modes, that appear in the interval of phase-speed
−v+

ce(θ) < c < −v−ce(θ), for two different values of the angle
of propagation θ, namely, θ = 10◦ and θ = 55.5◦ that are the
representatives of the situations 0 < θ < θc4 and θc4 < θ < θc6,
respectively. Here, a continuous (————) curve denotes the
fundamental, (externally fast) magnetoacoustic fast body kink
mode, a broken (– – – – – –) curve denotes the fundamen-
tal, (externally fast) magnetoacoustic fast body sausage mode,
a dotted (· · · · · ·) curve denotes the (externally fast) magne-
toacoustic fast kink surface mode, and a broken-dashed (– · · · –
· · · –) curve denotes the (externally fast) magnetoacoustic fast
sausage surface mode, respectively. Note that, the curves de-
noting the oppositely-propagating, fast kink and fast sausage
surface modes for θ = 55.5◦ are almost indistinguishable, both
being almost coincident with the line c = −v−ce(θ = 55.5◦)
in this figure. This is an artifact of the scale chosen to draw
this diagram. Note also, that the oppositely-propagating, fun-
damental, fast body kink mode transforms into an oppositely-
propagating, fast kink surface mode as the phase-speed c of the
kink mode exceeds a value (U0 − v+

c0(θ = 55.5◦)). This tran-
sition is not clearly shown in this figure. Numerical values of
various physical speeds chosen to draw this diagram are the
same as in Fig. 1.

having a critical wavenumber |kz0,sausage(θ > θc5)|. For
wavenumbers smaller than this critical wavenumber, the
sausage mode changes into a backward-propagating, mag-
netoacoustic fast sausage surface mode that was shown in
Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows such oppositely-propagating, (ex-
ternally slow) fast (kink and sausage) surface waves for an
arbitrarily-chosen angle of propagation θ = 70◦(> θc5).
(ii) −v+

ce(θ) < c < −v−ce(θ): when 0 < θ < θc4, so that
v+

c0(θ) < (U0+v−ce(θ)) (cf. Eq. (8)), the wavemodes that are
available in this propagation window are the oppositely-
propagating, (externally fast) magnetoacoustic fast body
(kink and sausage) modes. This particular case is shown
in Fig. 6 for an arbitrarily-chosen angle of propagation
θ = 10◦. This figure shows that, for 0 < θ < θc4, both
the kink and sausage fast body modes have upper cut-offs
with the cut-off wavenumbers given by

|kzc|kink(0 < θ < θc4) =
π

2aN0(c = −v−ce(0 < θ < θc4))
,

(11a)
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Fig. 7. Field-aligned phase-speed c vs. magnitude of the di-
mensionless wavenumber |kza| for the oppositely-propagating
modes appearing in the propagation interval −v+

ce(θ) < c <
−v−ce(θ), for a particular angle of propagation θ = 70◦ rep-
resenting the case θ > θc6. In this figure, the upper contin-
uous curve represents the (externally fast) fast kink surface
mode and the lower continuous curve denotes the fundamen-
tal, (externally fast) fast body kink mode. Similarly, the upper
broken curve denotes the (externally fast) fast sausage surface
mode and the lower broken curve denotes the fundamental,
(externally fast) fast body sausage mode. Note that, the curves
representing the kink and sausage fast surface waves are al-
most overlapping, with their phase-speed being close to the
value −v−ce(θ), for most of the diagram except for small values
of |kza|, where the two curves separate out from each other.
Numerical values of various physical speeds chosen to draw this
diagram are the same as in Fig. 1.

for the fundamental kink mode and

|kzc|sausage(0 < θ < θc4) =
π

aN0(c = −v−ce(0 < θ < θc4))
,

(11b)

for the fundamental sausage mode, respectively. Here
N0 = iM0 (see Eq. (4) in Sect. 2).

As θ exceeds its critical value θc4, so that θc4 < θ < θc6

implying −vAe < (U0 − v+
c0(θ)) < −v−ce(θ), the upper

cut-offs for the (externally fast) fast body modes are re-
moved. The phase-speed c of the fundamental, fast body
sausage mode now approaches (U0 − v+

c0(θc4 < θ < θc6))
for arbitrarily large magnitude of the wavenumber |kza|;
whereas the fundamental, fast body kink mode trans-
forms itself into an oppositely-propagating (externally fast)
magnetoacoustic fast kink surface mode as its phase-
speed c exceeds (U0 − v+

c0(θ)). In addition, we obtain an
oppositely-propagating, (externally fast) magnetoacoustic
fast sausage surface mode with its longitudinal phase-
speed lying in the interval (U0 − v+

c0(θ)) < c < −v−ce(θ).
Such body and surface modes are displayed in Fig. 6 for
an angle of propagation θ(> θc4) = 55.5◦(< θc6).

Finally, in Fig. 7, we display the oppositely-
propagating, (externally fast) fast magnetoacoustic body
and surface modes as the angle θ exceeds its critical
value θc6. We find that the propagation bands for the body
and surface modes are now distinctly separated with the

body modes propagating in the region −v+
ce(θ > θc6) <

c < (U0−v+
c0(θ > θc6)) and the surface modes propagating

in the region (U0− v+
c0(θ > θc6)) < c < −v−ce(θ > θc6). We

also note that the fundamental, fast body kink mode now
has a lower cut-off with the cut-off wavenumber given by:

|kzc|kink(θ > θc6) =
π

2aN0(c = −v+
ce(θ > θc6))

· (12)

4. Waves in solar wind flow-structures

Having described in general terms properties of the dis-
persion relations (7), we now set ourselves for exam-
ining waves in an individual solar wind flow-structure
embedded in an ambient solar wind flow that may be
detected in the in-situ observations by space satellites at
a distance of 1 AU from the Sun. We find, from discus-
sions given in the previous section, that the magnetosonic
wavemodes that may be sustained by such a flow-sheet
may propagate along the axis of the sheet either in an
outward (positive z–) direction or in an inward (negative
z–) direction, opposite to the internal flow U0, in a frame
co-moving with the flow external to the flow-sheet. We
discuss these two cases of propagation separately in the
following.

4.1. Outwardly propagating waves

Important periodicities of waves that may propagate
in an outward direction in a solar wind flow-structure
at 1 AU are expected to be in the range 3–20 min.
This is because the solar wind flow-structures are be-
lieved to be the signatures of underlying magnetic
structures, such as plumes and macrospicules in solar
coronal holes (e.g. Parker 1963; Thieme et al. 1990;
Velli et al. 1994; Del Zenna & Velli 1999), the foot-
points of which are firmly anchored at the solar photo-
sphere/chromosphere in the form of thin magnetic flux-
tubes (Spruit 1981; Spruit & Roberts 1983). Several
authors (cf. Hollweg 1982; Mann et al. 1992; Nakariakov
et al. 1996) have, therefore, assumed that the ultimate
source of outwardly propagating wave-energy in these fine
flow-structures of solar wind may be the oscillatory mo-
tions in the photospheric/chromospheric layer of the Sun.
We however note that, only a tiny fraction of such wave
energy generated at these lowermost layers of solar atmo-
sphere may ultimately reach the inner heliosphere, after
appreciable loss suffered by downward reflection at the so-
lar transition region and by various dissipative and non-
dissipative damping mechanisms in solar coronal holes.
Such oscillatory motions exhibit periodicities in the range
3–15 min in solar photosphere (e.g. Christensen-Dalsgaard
1992); whereas, in solar chromosphere, velocity oscilla-
tions possess periods of around 3 min in the convec-
tive cell-interiors and of 5–20 min in magnetic networks
at the supergranular boundaries (Lites et al. 1993). In
fact, signatures of upwardly propagating waves with their
periods lying well within the range 3–20 min have re-
cently been detected in solar coronal holes, even at a
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height of twice the solar radius above the solar limb
(DeForest & Gurman 1998; Ofman et al. 1999; Ofman
et al. 2000a; Ofman et al. 2000b).

Given thus the expected periods of outwardly-
propagating waves in solar wind flow-sheets, our aim here
is to theoretically identify such waves and to calculate the
approximate frequencies (which is also a measure of the
wavelength in the z–direction; see for example, Kuijpers
1992; Cravens 1997) fs = (2π)−1|kz||655.0+c| Hz of these
waves, that may be measured in the in-situ observations
by a spacecraft, or equivalently, by an observer fixed in
the frame of the Sun. To perform such a task, it is re-
quired that we first examine the constraints that may be
imposed on the possible magnitudes of such wavelengths
from various physical and/or observational considerations.

Following a similar work by Hollweg (1982; see also
discussions above) on surface waves in solar wind tan-
gential discontinuities (TDs), we here assume that the
waves are generated by motions in the x–y plane in
the photosphere/chromosphere of the Sun. In that case,
the wavenumber ky can be regarded as determined by
the spatial-scales of the solar granular/supergranular mo-
tions. Hollweg (1982) considered a transverse wavelength
λy = 0.01 AU that was obtained by extrapolating the
mean distance between solar magnetic flux-tubes (Spruit
1981) out to 1 AU under the assumption that the dis-
tance scales as (Bsun/B1AU)1/2, with B being the mag-
netic field-strength. We here consider this value ky =
2π/λy = 4.19× 10−6 km−1 for the wavenumber in the y–
direction. For the maximum wavelength of magnetosonic
waves in the z–direction, we again emperically consider a
value 0.01 AU, as this is the approximate value for the
observed correlation length of the fluctuating (or, wave)
part of the magnetic field in solar wind (Barnes 1979; see
also Cravens 1997). Although an explaination for the ori-
gin of such a correlation length cannot be given within
the simple theoretical framework of the present paper, we
still adapt this length as an upper limit for the magnitude
of the longitudinal wavelength |2π/kz| in our calculations
without any further justification. With the observed aver-
age value for the half-width “a” of the flow-sheets at 1 AU
being also approximately 0.01 AU (Thieme et al. 1990),
we thus obtain (see Sect. 2)

kya = 2π, kza ≥ 2π, and θ ≤ π/4, (13)

with the periods of waves being in the range 3–20 min.
With the above bounds on the wave-parameters, we

now turn to the numerical solutions of Eq. (7) to calcu-
late the frequency bands (in the satellite frame) pertaining
to various outwardly-propagating wavemodes that may
present periodicities in the above range. Our numerical
results suggest that the wavelengths (in the z–direction)
of such waves are sufficiently small, so that, the angle of
propagation for these waves are smaller than the criti-
cal angle θc1 defined in Eq. (8) of Sect. 3. Waves that
exist in this situation are (i) the forward-propagating
magnetoacoustic slow surface waves (Fig. 1), (ii) the
backward-propagating magnetoacoustic slow body waves

(Fig. 3) and (iii) the backward-propagating magnetoacous-
tic fast body and fast surface waves (Fig. 4). We here note
that the forward-propagating slow surface waves and the
backward-propagating fast surface waves were absent in
the analysis of NRM96 as they confined themselves to the
discussion of purely parallel propagation of waves in the
flow-sheet.

In the satellite (or solar) frame and for periodicities in
the range 3−20 min, the forward-propagating magnetoa-
coustic slow surface waves present frequencies in a range
fs = 6−40 mHz, while the backward-propagating magne-
toacoustic (slow and fast) body and surface waves present
frequencies in a range 20−100 mHz. The frequency band
of 6−100 mHz that we thus obtain are higher than the
frequency band (fs = 10−5−6.0 × 10−3 Hz; see the re-
view by Tu & Marsch 1995) explored so far in search of
magnetosonic waves in the high-speed solar wind streams.
The results of such observations have often been negative,
mostly showing the signatures of “PBS”s in solar wind
(e.g. Roberts 1990; Bavassano & Bruno 1989, 1991; Tu
& Marsch 1991; Marsch & Tu 1993). We however note,
that Tu & Marsch (1994) have recently attempted to ex-
plain some of the observed compressible fluctuations in
(2−5) × 10−4 Hz frequency range in terms of a linear
superposition of the “PBS”s with large-scale, transverse,
fast magnetosonic waves in solar wind. In this paper, we
consider a much simpler problem of the guided magne-
tosonic waves in an individual solar wind flow-sheet. The
frequency range of (4−5)× 10−4 Hz may be presented in
our calculations by the forward and backward-propagating
surface and body waves with kza = 2π and θ = π/4 that
have periods in the range 3 hrs to 3 days. Such long pe-
riod waves may not be of solar origin, but may perhaps
be generated in-situ by some istabilities, such as the para-
metric instabilities (e.g. Tu et al. 1989) or the instabili-
ties pertaining to the backward-propagating, negative en-
ergy waves (see references in Sect. 1). We here note that
obliquely propagating magnetosonic waves may also be
generated non-linearly by Alfv́en wave phase mixing in an
inhomogeneous plasma such as the solar wind flow-sheet
with their rate of excitation being further modified in pres-
ence of steady shear flows; cf. Nakariakov et al. (1997,
1998).

In their calculations, NRM96 obtained standing mag-
netosonic body waves in the frame of the external flow with
wavelengths that correspond to the critical wavenumbers
kz0(θ) (see Eq. (9), Sect. 3.1) at which the field-aligned
phase-speed c of the fundamental, backward-propagating,
fast body kink and sausage waves drops to zero. In our
numerical calculations, with ky = 2π/a for example, we
obtain only one such stationary body mode that cor-
responds to the fundamental, backward-propagating, fast
body sausage mode with a wavelength of about 9×105 km
along the axis of the solar wind flow-sheet. We here note
that, for ky 6= 0, the numerical value of the critical
wavelength pertaining to the fundamental, backward-
propagating, fast body kink mode is always longer than
0.01 AU, i.e. longer than the observed coherence length of
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magnetic fluctuations in solar wind flow (see discussions
above). We therefore leave any further examination of such
stationary fast body kink mode out of the present dis-
cussion. We however note, that in addition to the above-
mentioned stationary fast body sausage mode, two stand-
ing (kink and sausage) fast surface modes also appear in
our calculations with kya ≥ 3.65π that correspond to
the backward-propagating, fast (kink and sausage) sur-
face modes (see Fig. 4) with their critical wavenumbers
kz0(θ)a ≥ 2π. Alongwith the standing fast body sausage
wave, such stationary fast surface waves may possibly be
detected in a frame co-moving with the ambient flow Ue

of the solar wind flow-sheet.
For extremely large longitudinal wavenumber (kza >>

2π), but for a finite value of kya (= 2π, say) thus leading
to θ << π/4, we obtain a situation similar to the one
discussed by NRM96, where the only surviving modes are
the backward-propagating, magnetoacoustic slow and fast
body (kink and sausage) modes (Figs. 3 and 4). Such back-
ward body modes propagate in an outward direction with
a common longitudinal phase-speed c ≈ 685 km s−1 in the
frame of the Sun. All such backward body waves, however,
propagate in a sunward (i.e., negative z–) direction with
a common phase-speed of vA0 as viewed in a frame co-
moving with the internal flow U0 of the flow-sheet.

If, on the other hand, we consider an extremely large
angle of propagation θ → π/2 with respect to the flow
vector U0, while considering kza (= 2π, say) to be finite
thus implying kya >> 2π, the only outwardly-propagating
wavemodes that we obtain are the forward-propagating
(externally fast) magnetosonic slow and fast surface modes
(Figs. 1 and 2). The phase-speed c for both the kink and
sausage slow surface modes is given by

c =
[

ρ0

ρ0 + ρe

]
U0+

[
ρev

2
Ae + ρ0v

2
A0

(ρe + ρ0)
− ρ0ρe

(ρe + ρ0)2U
2
0

]1/2

(14)

in this limit of a very large angle of propagation θ. We here
note that, Eq. (14) coincides with the expression for the
phase-speed of an incompressible magnetoacoustic surface
wave propagating in the direction of the magnetic field
in the presence of a parallel shear flow (Chandrasekhar
1961). In this limit of an angle of propagation θ → π/2 and
for a finite longitudinal wavevector kza, the field-aligned
phase-speed c for the outwardly-propagating fast surface
modes approaches (U0 + v−c0(θ → π/2)) ≈ (U0 + cT0).
For realistic numerical values of the physical parameters,
Eq. (14) yields a phase-speed c = 780 km s−1 for the
outwardly-propagating slow surface wave in the frame of
the Sun. Similarly, the outwardly-propagating fast sur-
face wave propagates with a longitudinal phase-speed
c = 796 km s−1 with respect to the Sun in this limit of a
very large angle of propagation θ→ π/2.

4.2. Oppositely propagating waves

As was pointed out in Sect. 3.2, earlier theoretical stud-
ies on waves in a solar wind fine structure did not ob-
tain any magnetosonic waves propagating opposite to the

solar wind flow even in a frame co-moving with the am-
bient flow external to the fine structure. Our numerical
solution of the dispersion relations (7), that incorporates
the effect of non-parallel propagation, however exhibits
a number of such inwardly-propagating magnetoacoustic
wavemodes in a fine solar wind flow-sheet. In the absence
of any preferential length scales and time scales that may
be intuitively associated with such waves, we may then
arbitrarily consider the wavenumbers kya = |kza| = 2π
purely for the purpose of demonstration. In such a case,
due to the existence of critical wavenumbers and the vari-
ous upper and lower cut-offs (see Sect. 3.2), we obtain only
one oppositely-propagating fundamental mode, namely,
the (externally slow) magnetoacoustic fast body sausage
mode (see Fig. 5) in the fine solar wind stream-structure
with a period of approximately 15 hr and a frequency of
about 4.2× 10−4 Hz in the satellite (or solar) frame. This
fast body sausage wave propagates with an inward phase-
speed of −27.6 km s−1 with respect to the external flow
whereas, in a solar frame, it propagates with a phase ve-
locity of 627.4 km s−1 in a direction away from the Sun.

In the case of an arbitrarily small angle of propagation
θ << π/4 with the transverse wavenumber kya(= 2π, say)
remaining finite, the existence of various cut-offs and crit-
ical wavenumbers ensure that no surface or fundamental
body waves propagate in the flow-sheet in an inward di-
rection in a frame co-moving with the external flow Ue. If,
on the other hand, we consider a very large angle of prop-
agation θ→ π/2, while keeping the magnitude for the lon-
gitudinal wavenumber |kza| (= 2π, say) to be finite thus
leading to a very large transverse wavenumber kya >> 2π,
we obtain three classes of oppositely-propagating funda-
mental wavemodes, namely, (i) the (externally slow) mag-
netoacoustic fast surface modes (Fig. 5), (ii) the (exter-
nally fast) magnetoacoustic fast surface modes (Fig. 7),
and (iii) the (externally fast) magnetoacoustic fast body
modes (Fig. 7).

Consider first the oppositely-propagating, (externally
slow) fast surface modes. The longitudinal phase-speed c
for both these kink and sausage surface modes are given by

c =
[

ρ0

ρ0 + ρe

]
U0−

[
ρev

2
Ae + ρ0v

2
A0

(ρe + ρ0)
− ρ0ρe

(ρe + ρ0)2U
2
0

]1/2

(15)

in this limit of an extremely large angle of propagation θ
with respect to the vector −U0. Equation (15) coincides
with the expression for the phase-speed of an incompress-
ible magnetohydrodynamic surface wave propagating in a
direction opposite to the magnetic field in the presence of
a parallel shear flow (Chandrasekhar 1961). Substitution
of realistic numerical values for the physical parameters
in a solar wind flow-sheet at 1 AU yields c ≈ 650 km s−1

for the phase-speed of these oppositely-propagating (ex-
ternally slow) magnetoacoustic fast surface waves in the
frame of the Sun.

As θ → π/2 with |kza| = 2π, the longitudinal phase
speed c for the oppositely-propagating (externally fast)
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fast surface modes approaches a limit c = (Ue− v−ce(θ)) ≈
(Ue−cTe) that yields a numerical value of c ≈ 598 km s−1

in the frame of the Sun.
The oppositely-propagating, (externaly fast) magne-

tosonic, fast body kink and fast body sausage modes are
of particular interest. For θ → π/2 with |kza| remain-
ing finite, the longitudinal phase-speed c of these inward-
propagating fast body modes can be given (in a frame
co-moving with the external flow) by the following ap-
proximate formulae:

|kza| =
1
N0

{
π/2 + tan−1

[
(ρ0/ρe)

Ω2
0Me

c2N0

]}
(16a)

for the oppositely-propagating, fundamental, fast body
kink mode; and

|kza| =
1
N0

tan−1

[
(ρ0/ρe)

Ω2
0Me

c2N0

]
(16b)

for the oppositely-propagating, fundamental, fast body
sausage mode. Here,

N2
0 ≈

(
Ω2

0 − 2v2
A0 sec2 θ

)
/2v2

A0 (16c)

and

M2
e ≈

(
v2

Ae sec2 θ − c2
)
/v2

Ae. (16d)

It can be shown, from Eqs. (16a)–(16d), that for a par-
ticular value of |kza|, the magnitude of the phase-speed
|c| exceeds the observed magnitude for the external flow-
speed Ue as θ exceeds certain critical values, so that the
fast body modes propagate towards the Sun even in a
satellite (or solar) frame. The approximate value of such
critical angles may be calculated from Eq. (16) after sub-
stituting c = −Ue = −655 km s−1. Our numerical solu-
tions of the original dispersion relations (7) suggest that,
for |kza| = 2π, such sunward-propagating magnetoacous-
tic, fast body kink and fast body sausage modes appear in
a solar frame as the angle of propagation of the modes
(with respect to the vector −Uo) approximately satisfies
a relation θ ≥ 82.97◦. A possible mechanism for the in-situ
excitation of such a sunward-propagating fast body wave
in a solar wind flow-sheet may be the explosive instabil-
ity in which the sunward-propagating wave interacts reso-
nantly with a forward-propagating wave and a backward-
propagating wave so that the amplitude of all the three
waves grow explosively in time; see Craik & Adam (1979);
Craik (1985); Nakariakov & Oraevsky (1995); Nakariakov
et al. (1996); Joarder et al. (1997b). A detailed exami-
nation of such a resonant triad of modes as well as the
possibility of occurrence of the “explosive instability” in
a solar wind fine structure is however complicated and
is, therefore, beyond the scope of the present paper. We
may also note that the sunward-propagating magnetosonic
waves in solar wind, that are being discussed here, have
not so far been detected in the inner-heliospheric obser-
vations by the space-satellites (cf. Roberts et al. 1987; see
also the review by Kuijpers 1992). This is presumably be-
cause of the fact that the single-point observations of solar

wind fluctuations, that have so far been carried out, were
not adequate to detect the direction of phase propagation
associated with wave motions in solar wind. It is to be
hoped that the mutiple-point in-situ observations, such as
the ones being undertaken by the recent Cluster-II mission
(e.g. Escoubet et al. 2001), may shed some light on the di-
rection of wave propagation in solar wind at a distance of
1 AU from the Sun.

Finally, it should be borne in mind that the linear
magnetohydrodynamic wave theory, that we here apply
to describe waves in a solar wind flow-structure, may not
provide an accurate description for the solar wind plasma
at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun. A collisionless plasma
theory employing Vlasov-Maxwell equations seems, on the
other hand, to be more appropriate to describe fluctua-
tions in plasma variables in solar wind flows (Barnes 1979).
Such a kinetic description of solar wind plasma predicts
strong “Landau damping” of certain wavemodes that is
not captured in the MHD description of waves presented
here. An appropriate description of the complex interac-
tion of magnetosonic waves with the solar wind pressure
balance structures, that are believed to give rise to the
observed compressible fluctuations in solar wind (e.g. Tu
& Marsch 1994, 1995), is also complicated. Various spe-
cialised techniques, such as the “Pseudosound Theory”
and the “NI-MHD Theory” (e.g. Montgomery et al. 1987)
accompanied by computer simulations, are generally used
to study the nature of such compressible fluctuations in
solar wind.

In this paper, we, on the other hand, considered a sim-
pler theoretical problem of propagation of linear magne-
tosonic waves in an isolated, model solar wind flow-sheet.
The wavemodes that we find here must have their coun-
terparts, perhaps in a much modified form, in more so-
phisticated theoretical treatments of the fluctuations of
plasma variables in solar wind high-speed flows. Our anal-
ysis, therefore, may serve as a useful preliminary step to-
wards the development of a more advanced theory to un-
derstand waves and turbulence in the inhomogeneous solar
wind.
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